Every program produced for a public performance by the School of Music MUST include the following:

• The first three lines of text on the front cover of folded program or the top of single page, flyer-style program MUST be:
  The University of Southern Mississippi
  School of Music
  presents

• The date, time and location of performance must be included on the front cover of folded program or anywhere on flyer-style program.

• The University of Southern Mississippi logo (provided on forms page) must appear on the cover or back, bottom of a folded program; or the bottom of a single page program. The size of the text must be similar to that of the program (logo may not be too small).

• The School of Music word mark (provided on forms page) must appear on the cover or back of a folded program; or the bottom of a single page, flyer-style program.

• AA/EOE/ADA must appear (very small) on the cover the cover or back of a folded program; or the bottom of a single page, flyer-style program.

Design of programs is at the discretion and taste of the responsible faculty member and performing student(s). While clever and inventive designs are now acceptable, all MUST be in good taste and MAY NOT contain vulgar, suggestive, or profane text or images in any way.

The School of Music PR/Marketing Office is available to review programs and offer suggestions with sufficient lead time; however, the office will not be designing programs.
Every recital poster produced for a public performance by the School of Music **MUST** include the following:

- The first three lines of text at the top **MUST** be:
  
  The University of Southern Mississippi  
  School of Music  
  presents

- The date, time and location of performance must be included prominently.

- The cost of the recital should be listed as **FREE** unless other arrangements have been made with the Southern Miss Ticket Office.

- If recital credit is given, please be sure to state that.

- The University of Southern Mississippi logo (provided on forms page) must appear on the poster. The size of the text must be similar to that of the program (logo may not be too small).

- The School of Music word mark (provided on forms page) must appear on the poster. The size of the text must be similar to that of the program (word mark may not be too small).

- AA/EOE/ADA/I must appear (very small) on the poster.

Design of posters is at the discretion and taste of the responsible faculty member and performing student(s). While clever and inventive designs are now acceptable, all **MUST** be in good taste and **MAY NOT** contain vulgar, suggestive, or profane text or images in any way.

The School of Music PR/Marketing Office is available to review posters and offer suggestions with sufficient lead time; however, the office will not be designing posters.